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Fáilte Ráth Mealtain chuig Comórtas Na mBailte Slachtmhara Super Valu don bhliain 2022. Táimid buíoch daoibh 
as ucht na hiontrála a chur chugainn, agus guimíd gach rath ar bhúr gcuid oibre amach anseo. Ramelton is very 
welcome to the 2022 SuperValu TidyTowns competition.  Thank you once again for your comprehensive, concise 
and informative application form. Your hand drawn map was clear, easy to read and new projects were clearly 
noted, It was very useful on our walk through your lovely riverside centre. We fully understand how hard it has been 
for centres to re-emerge from the pandemic and find their feet once again in taking part in community activities. As 
you say it will take a little time to regain confidence and encouragement to re-engage in your groups Tidy Towns 
activities. It is great to see that in spite of the past few years events , you seem to have retained your core 
committee members and reliable team of volunteers. The use of communal events to encourage more participation 
has worked for you in the past and we hope with the renewed interest people have in their localities after the 
enforced lockdowns, support may even be greater. Once again you have maintained support with a wide range of 
actors in the locality - other groups in the community, local businesses, schools and public bodies. A special thanks 
go to your local area engineers who are invaluable in helping to address minor repairs in the town’s roads and 
public spaces. Ayr Hill and St Marys enthusiastic participation in the Green Flag programmes ,  Ireland’s leading 
environmental management and award programme for students, is great to see. Although this is a student-led 
programme, many of their projects benefit from involvement from the wider community. Cultivate links with the 
green school facilitator to combine your efforts in communal projects for the greater good of Ramelteon.
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It is many years since I have been in Ramelton and the progress in the streetscape and public realm area is 
wonderful. I will not be able to comment on all your projects in this category, as there are many, but I will on the 
ones that caught my eye.  The Riverside walk by the bridge, in particular, is delightful with its use of local stone 
materials, retention of old trees, occasional sculptural works and the use of levels and planting to separate the 
walkway from the upper parking and road areas. The new trees will ensure the long term presence of the tree lined 
walk and the colourful roses added a splash of colour in addition to functioning to screen the cars.  A good number 
of the seats were occupied and the range of seating types from low sitting walls to more formal benches meant all 
ages and abilities had resting opportunities. We note that Ramelton Tidy Towns have taken charge of all public 
spaces in the town. A huge commitment and they were all presented so well during the visit. A few minor points 
could be made. The old post box , a historic streetscape element,  and the pole of the life buoy here could both 
benefit from a lick of paint. As could the old wall mounted post box at the top of Bridge Street. Your proactive 
approach to collaborating with a number of agencies and bodies involved in the historic buildings in the town has 
seen the refurbishment of a number of core buildings.  The restrained shop front and decorative diamonds to 
Gamble & Co were admired as was the façade of the Wild Garlic Cookery School. Where old painted window 
boards have faded in derelict buildings a smart coat of black paint can be effective. Some lovely old handwritten 
signs were noted from the credit union to faded ‘Ghost’ signs at the Quay.  Keep up the momentum over the next 
3-5 years as the regeneration programme progresses. If all of the planned works come to fruition, we see Ramelton 
going from strength to strength in this competition. It will be especially wonderful to see progress on the old mill 
buildings by the Quay. On the morning of adjudication, a mobile coffee van was present here and the activity and 
people strolling and chatting here gave a glimpse of how this wonderful setting could be another vibrant asset for 
the town. We loved our time in the town and can’t wait to return.
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boards have faded in derelict buildings a smart coat of black paint can be effective. Some lovely old handwritten 
signs were noted from the credit union to faded ‘Ghost’ signs at the Quay.  Keep up the momentum over the next 
3-5 years as the regeneration programme progresses. If all of the planned works come to fruition, we see Ramelton 
going from strength to strength in this competition. It will be especially wonderful to see progress on the old mill 
buildings by the Quay. On the morning of adjudication, a mobile coffee van was present here and the activity and 
people strolling and chatting here gave a glimpse of how this wonderful setting could be another vibrant asset for 
the town. We loved our time in the town and can’t wait to return.

Your focus on the concept of edible landscape is admired and we hope you have a positive public response to 
public food sources.  Perhaps some strawberry plants and chives to the white planter boxes flanking the timber 
seats along the river walk could be considered instead of the red begonias seen here on the day. They can function 
as food both for us and for pollinators.  Planted areas around the town were well maintained and did not detract 
form the historic streetscape and features. We enjoyed a visit to the Dave Gallaher All Black Garden, topical givens 
Irish Rugby’s recent positive result there! How wonderful if the lawn areas here were to be planted with native Irish 
ferns to reinforce the theme. Look no further than the stone retaining walls which are being colonised by native 
hearts tongue and maiden hair ferns. Fill up the sterile mown grass beds with an array of ferns and this could be an 
even more spectacular oasis connecting Shore Road and Bridge Street. Some planters to the untidy ‘crazy paving’ 
spot at the junction of Bridge Street and Castle Street might brighten up the corner and complement the 
well-maintained corner building here with its cheery yellow door. We hope to see progress on the bank opposite the 
Orchard for next year’s visit once site clearance has been achieved. Ensure any tree loss is fully compensated with 
more trees being planted than were removed if possible.

The trail and error approach to your grass cutting regime is good to see. We are sure that you are aware of the 
recommended grass cutting patterns as recommended in the All-Ireland Pollinator Plan. In fact, this adjudicator 
recently visited some centres who are two or three years down the path of reduced mowing and already many of 
these committees are seeing native orchids and other wildflowers re-emerging in their areas. Remember that most 
Irish soils have dormant seed banks which have been waiting in the soil for decades to get a chance to pop up and 
thrive in these isolated, ungrazed, undisturbed areas of grassland. Keep at this approach and in no time, for free, 
new and rare plants may well emerge. Good luck with this. The bank at Shore Road and Castle Street seems a 
prime example for this approach as it must be difficult to maintain as a lawn given the slopes here. You have a 
wealth of habitats surrounding you which have so much potential including the banks of the River Lennon. Getting 
considered expert advice is a great first step and we hope your habitat map will be used to plan new projects in this 
category. We can see you gaining many marks here if you follow your local ecologist’s advice. Keep up the focus on 
addressing biodiversity in Ramelton in order to, in time, create ecological corridors through the town connecting your 
habitats for maxim benefits.

Weeds did not seem to be an issue on the day of the visit. We hope the lessons learnt from your weed control trail 
helps ensure no chemical herbicide are used in your sensitive riverside setting.  The re assessment of your bins 
seems to have been a success and no litter was noted beside street bins, an issue that had been a problem for the 
town. Ensure previous seasons Christmas decorations are removed once the festive season is over. They add 
clutter to upper floors during the rest of the year and are particularly noted by this adjudicator. The faded yellow 
railings and bars at the quay looked a bit tired and could be repainted in stages where safe to do so. How great that 
the general air of regeneration in the town has led to a pride of place which in turn leads to less casual littering. 
Progress all around.

Once again it is noted that your committee have a strong focus on practical and effective actions in this category. 
Your network of composting sites is a great idea. Your efficient use of machinery is another win and by reducing 
your grass cutting activities in line with the All Ireland Pollinator plan, savings should be even greater. The Charity 
shop in the town was active during the visit. Are there projects you can link in with the green school programme 
when for example they tackle energy or water flags. Have you considered moving towards sustainable seasonal 
planting production by raising plants for you displays locally? Remember that whereas recycling is useful - it is at the 
bottom of the Sustainability pyramid. We are aiming not to create waste in the first place. Are any of your homes 
involved in the Green Homes scheme? Would some of your businesses get involved in a small audit of their 
sustainability practices? An audit whether it be residential, or business can show what progress is being made 
under this category and help gain marks. Do your mobile food / coffee outlets use biodegradable packaging for 
example?

No projects were listed under this category which is a shame as there are many areas where Ramelton could gain 
marks. Many town houses were admired, and painted façades were kept neat and tidy. Have the newly restored 
buildings resulted in greater numbers of people residing in your town centre? The green upper open space at Castle 
Street was neat and tidy and the dead tree here should be removed and replanted.

Green Spaces and Landscaping / Spásanna Glasa agus Tírdhreachú:

Nature and Biodiversity in your Locality / An Dúlra agus an Bhithéagsúlacht i do cheantar:

Sustainability – Doing more with less / Inmharthanacht - Mórán ar an mbeagán:

Tidiness and Litter Control / Slachtmhaireacht agus Rialú Bruscair:

Residential Streets & Housing Areas / Sráideanna Cónaithe & Ceantair Tithíochta:

Approach Roads, Streets & Lanes / Bóithre Isteach, Sráideanna & Lánaí:



We look forward to see plans for this category unfolding as the regeneration activities intensify. The simple town 
signs could be enhanced with a consistent planting bed to the surroundings to create uniform approach to the town 
from all directions. The Eolas do Chuairteoiri sign at the riverside had old Halloween poster which should be 
removed, and the glass here cleaned to better see the Ramelton re Imagined poster. Consider doing a walkability 
survey? In areas such as Castle Street there seems to be ample room to provided linked footpaths for improved 
pedestrian accessibly. Is there a need to install bike stands in the town to encourage active travel? Again, this is a 
category that Ramelton can really gain marks.

Concluding Remarks:

I thoroughly enjoyed my visit to your historic waterside town. Given the thought and expert advice being put into the 
various reimaging Ramelton projects, we have high hopes that you will go from strength to strength in the Tidy 
Towns Competition. With focussed work in all categories and a considered approach to your workload we can’t wait 
to see what is possible for your group. Good luck to you all in 2023 and continue being a positive forward looking 
committee.


